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MAPPING APPLICATIONS ONTO FPGA-CENTRIC
CLUSTERS
ANQI GUO
ABSTRACT
High Performance Computing (HPC) is becoming increasingly important through-
out science and engineering as ever more complex problems must be solved through
computational simulations. In these large computational applications, the latency of
communication between processing nodes is often the key factor that limits perfor-
mance. An emerging alternative computer architecture that addresses the latency
problem is the FPGA-centric cluster (FCC); in these systems, the devices (FP-
GAs) are directly interconnected and thus many layers of hardware and software
are avoided. The result can be scalability not currently achievable with other tech-
nologies.
In FCCs, FPGAs serve multiple functions: accelerator, network interface card
(NIC), and router. Moreover, because FPGAs are configurable, there is substan-
tial opportunity to tailor the router hardware to the application; previous work has
demonstrated that such application-aware configuration can effect a substantial im-
provement in hardware efficiency. One constraint of FCCs is that it is convenient
for their interconnect to be static, direct, and have a two or three dimensional mesh
topology. Thus, applications that are naturally of a different dimensionality (have a
different logical topology) from that of the FCC must be remapped to obtain optimal
performance.
In this thesis we study various aspects of the mapping problem for FCCs. There
are two major research thrusts. The first is finding the optimal mapping of logical
vi
to physical topology. This problem has received substantial attention by both the
theory community, where topology mapping is referred to as graph embedding, and
by the High Performance Computing (HPC) community, where it is a question of
process placement. We explore the implications of the different mapping strategies
on communication behavior in FCCs, especially on resulting load imbalance.
The second major research thrust is built around the hypothesis that applications
that need to be remapped (due to differing logical and physical topologies) will have
different optimal router configurations from those applications that do not. For ex-
ample, due to remapping, some virtual or physical communication links may have
little occupancy; therefore fewer resources should be allocated to them. Critical here
is the creation of a new set of parameterized hardware features that can be config-
ured to best handle load imbalances caused by remapping. These two thrusts form
a codesign loop: certain mapping algorithms may be differentially optimal due to
application-aware router reconfiguration that accounts for this mapping.
This thesis has four parts. The first part introduces the background and previous
work related to communication in general and, in particular, how it is implemented
in FCCs. We build on previous work on application-aware router configuration. The
second part introduces topology mapping mechanisms including those derived from
graph embeddings and a greedy algorithm commonly used in HPC. In the third part,
topology mappings are evaluated for performance and imbalance; we note that differ-
ent mapping strategies lead to different imbalances both in the overall network and in
each node. The final part introduces reconfigure router design that allocates resources
based on different imbalance situations caused by different mapping behaviors.
vii
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 High Performance Computing and FPGA-Centric Clus-
ters
High Performance Computing (HPC) is becoming increasingly important through-
out science and engineering (NSF, 2016; DOE ASCR, 2017; DOE ASCR, 2018)
as ever more complex problems must be solved through computational simulations
(NSF CFD, 2014); these are often essential in augmenting the traditional methods
of experiment and mathematical theory (PITAC, 2005; Lindtjorn et al., 2011; Bailey
et al., 2002). There has been an immense amount of research supporting computa-
tional simulation, including parallel algorithms, parallel programming, network-based
HPC environments, and communication mechanisms such message passing. An im-
portant mechanism in advancing HPC (as with computer systems in general) is code-
sign where applications push the progress of HPC cluster development and then
cluster advances lead to modifications and tuning of the applications (Shalf et al.,
2011; Barrett et al., 2013).
A critical issue in HPC architecture research has been the fact that while advances
in process technology may have slowed somewhat, they are far from over (Arden,
2002; IRDS, 2018). For this, and other technical reasons, processing nodes continue
to be ever more powerful with more devices and more complex internal interconnects
(Hager and Wellein, 2010). In contrast, communication mechanisms have not been
able to keep up: while bandwidth can be handled somewhat by shifting resources,
2i.e., by spending more resources on the network, improving latency appears to be
intractable. As a result, many applications fail in strong scaling: as the HPC system
grows, there is more internal overhead and packets traverse longer distances making
the communication/computation imbalance even worse (Gropp et al., 1996). Com-
munication performance has thus become a bottleneck and is a critical research topic
(Expo´sito et al., 2013; Muhammed et al., 2020).
A continuing trend in HPC systems is that they are being built with more power-
ful nodes whose increasing computational power (in FLOPs) is largely due to the use
of accelerators, especially GPUs. These integrated circuits (ICs) have more hardware
resources devoted to computation than CPUs and for many applications their use
results in increased performance. Recently another accelerator candidate, FPGAs,
have also been explored (Herbordt et al., 2007b; Herbordt et al., 2008a; VanCourt
and Herbordt, 2009). FPGAs have a number of distinguishing characteristics; we now
describe the two most important for this study. First, unlike Application-Specific In-
tegrated Circuits (ASICs), FPGAs can be reconfigured to fit the application rather
than vice versa. As a result, applications running on FPGAs often obtain high uti-
lization which can rarely be realized by other computing technologies. And second,
since high-end FPGAs have been used primarily as communication devices, they are
built with a large number of very high-speed communication ports (multi-gigabit
transceivers or MGTs). For example, certain current FPGAs have over 120 MGTs
each operating at 40Gbps (Xilinx, 2009; Intel, 2019).
These FPGA attributes–high-performance, low power, configurability, connectiv-
ity (Hauck and DeHon, 2010)–lead to unique usage scenarios. In particular, FPGAs
can perform the role of any system component: CPU, accelerator, NIC, and router.
While any specialized IC will do a better job than the FPGA for a particular task,
the fact that the FPGA can do them all means that the functionality of these diverse
3tasks can be co-located on the same device (Munafo, 2018). FPGA-centric clusters
(FCCs) are computing systems that take advantage of this capability (Porrmann
et al., 2010; Putnam, 2014; George et al., 2016; Russinovich, 2017; Miyajima et al.,
2018; Plessl, 2018; Boku et al., 2019; Mondigo et al., 2020). In one common design,
FCCs have a number of standard nodes with FPGAs as the accelerator connected
to the CPU through PCIe. But the FPGAs themselves are interconnected with each
other through their MGTs (Sheng et al., 2014; Sheng et al., 2015b; George et al.,
2016). This allows packets to traverse the cluster without going through any other
device and cuts layers of hardware and software overhead (Sheng et al., 2016b; Sheng
et al., 2016a; Sheng et al., 2017; Sheng et al., 2018b; Sheng et al., 2018a). Point-
to-point communication is thus application-to-application and can take place in less
than 100ns (Sheng et al., 2015b).
To take maximal advantage of these direct connections, FCCs are generally built
with a direct network having a topology that matches the problems being studied,
generally a mesh/torus. Ideally, the dimension of the network also matches the prob-
lem, typically three; however, this also depends on the available connectivity of the
FPGA boards being used. The model application in our work is Molecular Dynamics
simulation (MD). While this application has many and diverse phases, an FCC with
a 3D torus interconnect appears to be preferred. A detriment of this fixed direct con-
nectivity is that physical rewiring is generally impractical and so some applications
will map better to a given FCC than others.
Not surprisingly, configurability provides a key benefit in FCC use. As is standard
when FPGAs are used as accelerators, they are reconfigured for each application. But
when the FPGA is also performing basic system functions–e.g., as controller, NIC,
and router–per-application reconfiguration of those parts is also beneficial. Note that
this latter reconfiguration of system functions is very different from the common
4reprogramming of the device to implement an application: it is rather a change in
common system components that are invariably assumed to be fixed. Yet, it has
been found in previous work that different applications perform better with different
router designs (Sheng, 2017; Yang, 2019). For example, different applications prefer
different routing algorithms or arbitration policies, or might need less or more buffer
space than usual.
Another issue with FCCs is integration with standard communication middleware
so that the programmer does not need to worry about the underlying hardware. To
do this, HPC programmers almost always use an MPI framework to express and im-
plement communication. The function of MPI is to provide a standard portable user
interface that guarantees reasonable performance. Achieving these goals for new sys-
tems, in this case FCCs, requires implementing the basic operations and integrating
them into a standard package (e.g., MPICH or OpenMPI). Previous work has found
that FCCs, due to their close integration of communication and computation func-
tions, do this particularly efficiently (Xiong et al., ; Xiong et al., 2018; Xiong et al.,
2019; Xiong et al., 2020; Stern et al., 2017; Stern et al., 2018).
1.2 Application Mapping in FCCs
We now come to the problem addressed in this thesis. While FCCs are often con-
figured preferably for certain applications, e.g., as a three dimensional torus for MD,
for other applications they may not be. Applications that are naturally of a different
dimensionality (what we refer to as having a different logical topology) from the target
FCC must be remapped to obtain good performance. That is, logical nodes in the
application (e.g., MPI ranks) should be mapped to physical nodes in such a way as
to reduce additional communication overhead due to the logical/physical topology
mismatch. Note that this mapping is transparent to the program: an application
5that where the programmer has assumed a two dimensional mesh to facilitate com-
munication is not rewritten for the three dimensional physical network. Rather, the
underlying communication mechanism handles the remapping.
The general mapping problem arises in a number of areas in computer science
including, data structures to storage, VLSI layout (Leiserson, 1980), and processes to
distributed compute nodes (Kung and Stevenson, 1977). In the theory community the
mapping problem is abstracted into graph embeddings and the goal is to minimize such
quantities as dilation, the number of extra hops that a packet must travel due to the
embedding. Some early surveys include (Rosenberg, 1980; Monien and Sudborough,
1990); of particular interest to this thesis is mapping of meshes of different types onto
one another, e.g., (Aleliunas and Rosenberg, 1982; Ma and Tao, 1988; Ma and Tao,
1993). In HPC it is a question of process placement (Kung and Stevenson, 1977;
Pellegrini and Roman, 1996; Hoefler and Snir, 2011; Chung et al., 2011).
A critical observation is that many mappings cause load imbalance on some re-
source. For example, some physical links may need to handle communication traffic
from different numbers of logical links. It follows that mappings of different logical
topologies onto the same physical topology will cause different types of load imbal-
ance. Moreover, the choice of mapping algorithm will also cause different types of
load imbalance. Ideally, to handle this situation, the router would be configured so
that resources are applied where needed. Moreover, the router would be reconfig-
ured as this resource imbalance changes, e.g., due to a change in logical topology or
in mapping algorithm. Our thesis is that a parameterized family of router
designs can be created; and, based on the application mapping, the pre-
ferred router design can be selected, the FCC can be configured with that
design, and that the result is improved performance or reduced resource
consumption.
6In this thesis we study various aspects of the mapping problem for FCCs. There
are two major research thrusts. The first is finding the optimal mapping of logical
to physical topology. As discussed, this problem has received substantial attention
by both the theory community, where topology mapping is referred to as graph em-
bedding, and by the High Performance Computing (HPC) community, where it is a
question of process placement. We explore the implications of the different mapping
strategies on communication behavior in FCCs, especially on resulting load imbal-
ance. Related to this research thrust is creating software support to perform the
mapping itself.
The second major research thrust is built around the hypothesis that applications
that need to be remapped (due to differing logical and physical topologies) will have
different optimal router configurations from those applications that do not. For ex-
ample, due to remapping, some virtual or physical communication links may have
little occupancy; therefore fewer resources should be allocated to them. Alterna-
tively, some applications may improve with some express connections that facilitate
long range communication. Critical here is the creation of a new set of parameterized
hardware features that can be configured to best handle load imbalances caused by
remapping.
While previous research in application-aware configuration of FCC routers has
concentrated on hardware changes, much previous router research has been done on
soft reconfiguration. In fact, it is common for routers to allocate resources as needed.
Examples include sharing buffer space among virtual channels (Nicopoulos et al.,
2006; Lu et al., 2007; Parik et al., 2008; Su et al., 2018), or dynamically allocating
link bandwidth (Shin and Daniel, 1996). Certainly only soft methods can work at
a fine-grained time scale. One interesting question is the hardware costs required to
implement soft methods and whether these can be eliminated with hard configuration.
7In this thesis we explore both hard and soft methods.
These two thrusts, mapping and reconfiguration, form a codesign loop: certain
mapping algorithms may be differentially optimal due to application-aware router
reconfiguration that accounts for this mapping.
1.3 Outline and Contributions
This thesis has four parts. The first part introduces the background and previous
work related to communication in general and, in particular, how it is implemented
in FCCs. We build on previous work on application-aware router configuration. The
second part introduces topology mapping mechanisms including those derived from
graph embeddings and a greedy algorithm commonly used in HPC. In the third part,
topology mappings are evaluated for performance and imbalance; we note that differ-
ent mapping strategies lead to different imbalances both in the overall network and in
each node. The final part introduces reconfigure router design that allocates resources
based on different imbalance situations caused by different mapping behaviors.
Figure 1·1: Model Work Flow
Figure 1·1 shows the basic workflow. As always in computer architecture, we begin
the set of likely applications. Since this is much too large a set to be practical, we
8analyze those applications and obtain characteristic communication patterns. These
patterns, which naturally have a logical topology embedded in them, provide the
input for the mapping algorithm. The other input at this stage is the topology and
the embedding method. In parallel, we develop a configurable hardware router model.
Since it is difficult to optimize both simultaneously, we begin with proxy metrics such
as link occupancy, Latency and Resources Utilization. Based on a previous router
design in FCC, hardware reconfiguration aims to mitigate imbalance issues. With
different mapping behavior and communication pattern, workload varies both with
node location and time. Generating hardware configure profile for each node to save
resources and improve network performance.
In FCC we have an opportunity to make an application aware design wit con-
figurable devices. We use Molecular Dynamics as our model application, extracting
communication patterns from real HPC application. With the support of our sup-
port of extensible C++ cycle-accurate simulator which exactly matches the hardware
behavior. In this design, Virtual Cut-Through router architecture is selected and im-
plemented in simulator because of the simple design, simple flow control and better
capability of handling head of line blocking issue. In terms of network performance
metric, we use link usage, latency and resources utilization. We measured performance
of different mapping mechanism, imbalanced network, and corresponding hardware
configuration.
We now summarize the contributions of this thesis.
1. New mapping algorithm We propose a new fold-and-cut algorithm that
transforms 2D topology into 3D. Graph embedding was we studied in 1980s in
theory community. Our approach is similar to them but with optimal changes
to better fit into our 3D torus FCC. The optimal fold and cut number increases
mapping efficiency based on given topology.
92. Comparison of mapping efficiency The well known greedy algorithm com-
monly used in HPC systems is compared with our new fold-and-cut algorithm.
We observe that fold-and-cut takes user communication into account. When
communication relies more on locality, fold-and-cut performs better than the
greedy algorithm.
3. A parameterized router model With support of a parameterized application-
aware model, using optimal parameters helps to boost communication perfor-
mance in comparison with the previous parameterized virtual cut through router
design. We parameterized mapping algorithm and hardware reconfigure in order
to find the best optimal network configure.
4. Evaluation of the model with respect to mappings Network performance
metrics including latency, link usage, and resource utilization are profiled to in-
dicate the network performance and utilization. We evaluate both in overall
scope and in local scope. With regard of mapping mechanism, communication
pattern, performance is differentially effected. We find that load imbalance be-
come the significant issue that we need to solve. A general hardware architecture
and customized configuration for each node targets both scopes of evaluation.
5. Hardware configurability corresponding to evaluation of mapping helps
performance of remapped applications Hardware configuration is intro-
duced to target load imbalance and performance improvement. Dynamic buffer
solves imbalance in general scope. Customized configure on each node would
boost performance and resource utilization in a higher level.
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Chapter 2
Background, Context, and Methods
In this chapter, we provide background and related work related to this thesis and an
overview of the methods used. We start from the basic background of HPC systems
and the advantages of using reconfigurable devices. Meanwhile, the basis of MPI is
also introduced and typical HPC applications are described. Related previous work
on FCC design and topology mapping are presented.
2.1 HPC and FPGAs
HPC now has become a crucial part of science and engineering development and re-
search. As the performance demand for HPC application increases, different types
of accelerators have been integrated into HPC systems. Often accelerators are used
to boost the performance of the cluster’s compute performance, but huge power con-
sumption would be another issue to trade-off. Meanwhile, with a more powerful
compute unit, data movement becomes the bottleneck of many applications. As a
result, compute efficiency, power consumption, and communication latency are three
major factors that limit HPC performance. FPGAs may be emerging as a device that
could address all these challenges.
FPGAs have certain advantages, especially when applications need a close com-
putation and communicating relationship. With a large number of configurable logic
units, Block RAMs, DSPs, and high-speed communication ports, FPGA are widely
used is routers and in signal and image processing. Lately their use has expanded
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into datacenters, especially for use in I/O devices and controllers, NICs, and in a
Bump-in-the-Wire (BitW) configuration. Offloading communication operations onto
FPGAs instead software reduces the overhead of communication performance. Tradi-
tionally FPGAs have been programmed with Hardware Description Languages (HDL)
to define the configuration file; lately use of High-Level Synthesis (HLS)(Xilinx, 2018)
methods, including OpenCL(Altera, 2017), have become widespread making it much
easier to reconfigure FPGAs (Yang et al., 2017a; Sanaullah and Herbordt, 2017;
Sanaullah and Herbordt, 2018b; Sanaullah and Herbordt, 2018c; Sanaullah and Her-
bordt, 2018a; Sanaullah et al., 2018a; Herbordt, 2019). Other work in programma-
bility and performance includes (Herbordt and VanCourt, 2005; VanCourt and Her-
bordt, 2005a; VanCourt and Herbordt, 2006a; VanCourt and Herbordt, 2006c; Khan
et al., 2011; Meng et al., 2016).
One FPGA characteristic especially relevant for this thesis is the availability of
Multi Gigabit Transceivers (MGTs) in high-end FPGAs. MGTs are a high-speed
connection interface which enables inter-node communication with low latency and
high bandwidth(Altera, 2014; Intel, 2019; Xilinx, 2009). In FCCs, FPGAs are di-
rectly connected with physical links between FPGAs. With switch inside the FPGA
and connection using directly physical MGT links, coupling computation and com-
munication could serve HPC application’s high-performance demand and, especially,
facilitate strong scaling.
2.2 Related Communication Background
An important part of this thesis work is about parameter space exploration in the
design of communication routers. We therefore go into some detail reviewing this
design space (Herbordt et al., 1999; Dally and Towles, 2004).
There are two types of networks, direct and indirect networks. With endpoint
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residing outside the network is defined as an indirect network (Figure 2·1); there is a
clear boundary between compute nodes and network. In direct networks, endpoints
sit inside the network (Figure 2·2). Each node has associated with it both compute
and switching components node.
Direct networks are appropriate for FCCs for two reasons. The first is that they
better take advantage of the great strength of FPGAs: the co-location of compute and
communication. The second is that many of the applications of greatest interested
for FCCs, those that struggle with strong scaling, have mesh logical topologies. Since
for meshes an indirect network makes no sense, again a direct network is the obvious
choice.
Figure 2·1: indirect network
2.2.1 Network Topology
Since FCCs are likely to have direct networks, we can safely ignore topologies that are
preferred for indirect networks such as fat trees and variants of the butterfly. For direct
networks the likely choices are variants of meshes where the primary design decisions
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Figure 2·2: direct network
are about wrap-around and dimensionality. To constrain the scope of this thesis we
focus on the 3D Torus. The 3D is good for many spatially mapped applications; with
the torus the edge nodes are connected to each other so performance is not sensitive
to the tasks operating at the edge of the cube (Figure 2·3).
Figure 2·3: Mesh and Torus Topologies of two and three dimensions
2.2.2 Routing Algorithms
The space of routing algorithms is vast. In previous work we have found that a few
simple algorithms are most likely to be preferred in our configuration space. We now
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briefly describe them.
Dimension Ordering Routing (DOR)
The first one is a simple DOR routing algorithm. In the 3D torus FCC network,
there are 6 choices of this algorithm (XYZ, XZY, YXZ, YZX, ZXY, ZYX). The packets
need to finish the first dimension to be allowed to enter the second and the third.
While there is no performance difference between these six choices, we choose XYZ
as our algorithm. DOR is an oblivious routing algorithm that can be implemented
with low cost and simplicity.
Orthogonal One-turn Routing (O1TURN)
This is another oblivious routing algorithm that is similar to DOR. We know that in
the 3D torus network, DOR chooses one of the six choices as a packet routing path.
O1TURN takes all six choices and randomly chooses one of the six choices as the
packet’s routing path. The dimension order is determined before the packet is sent
out from the source. In order to avoid deadlock, some of the turns are forbidden, so
some of the choices are removed.
Randomized, Oblivious, Multi-phase, Minimal Routing (ROMM)
The ROMM algorithm randomly selects some intermediate node on the path from
the packets’ source to destination node. These intermediate nodes define minimum
submeshes between source and destination node. This algorithm adds randomization
into the routing paths.
Randomized Load Balance Routing (RLB)
RLB is a non-minimal, oblivious routing that provides a more balanced network
routing algorithm. Unlike DOR, in which each dimension packets are always starting
from the same direction that gives the minimal routing path, in RLB, packets have two
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choices of sending packets in each dimension. In order to avoid adding to congestion
in the network, packets randomly choose one of the two directions so that network
imbalance is mitigated.
Adaptive Routing Algorithms
Previously introduced algorithms are unaware of congestion information of the overall
network, the just follow the rules (obliviously). So an unbalanced situation would be
an issue for the system. With an adaptive routing algorithm, collecting local/global
information to decide the path of packets would be another approach to improve com-
munication performance. The information we can collect can be surrounding nodes’
ideal buffer size and VC occupancy. Base on this information, the least congested
node would be the better choice the packets may go. Credit Count Adaptive Routing
Algorithm (CCAR) is an algorithm implemented in NoC routers. In some proper cy-
cles, upstream would send a credit packet to the down steam node with information
describing the situation of current node. When the downstream node receives the
credit packets, the best path can be decided based on this information.
2.2.3 Switch Arbitration Policies
When two packets are contending the same output port (or internal link), a switch
arbitration policy is introduced for selecting one of them. We describe the arbitration
policies in our design space.
Farthest First (FF)
The farthest first policy chooses the packet that is farthest from its source as the
highest priority. The header contains the source and destination information, every
time it enters the router, priority can be calculated by the switch.
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Oldest First (OF)
The oldest first policy chooses the packet that has the longest time in the network.
Dedicated bits in the header store the age of packets remaining inside the network.
From previous work, 16-bit age field is enough for our workloads.
Mixed
Farthest first and oldest first policies are mixed together. Starting with farthest first,
the packets which have the farthest distance from its source have a higher priority.
For packets with the same distance, the oldest first policy is used to choose one of
them.
2.3 HPC Applications on FPGA-Centric Clusters
An underlying assumption of this thesis is that FCCs are particularly well suited for
certain applications. In this section we very briefly describe methods and applications
of particular interest.
System studies. This includes basic work in programmability and performance
(Herbordt and VanCourt, 2005; VanCourt and Herbordt, 2005a; VanCourt and Her-
bordt, 2006a; VanCourt and Herbordt, 2006c; Khan et al., 2011; Meng et al., 2016),
and FPGA system design and architecture (Pascoe et al., 2010; Khan and Herbordt,
2012).
Previous Work on Molecular Dynamics Simulation on FPGAs. Surveys
include (Chiu et al., 2008; Sukhwani and Herbordt, 2009; Sukhwani and Herbordt,
2010a; Chiu and Herbordt, 2010b; Herbordt, 2013; Khan et al., 2013; Sukhwani and
Herbordt, 2014). The first generation of MD work uses FPGAs only for the range
limited force while using CPU for the rest of computation (Gu et al., 2006c) and
included several studies on datapath optimization (Gu et al., 2006a; Gu et al., 2006b;
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Gu et al., 2008) and handling neighbor lists (Chiu and Herbordt, 2009; Chiu and
Herbordt, 2010a; Chiu et al., 2011). Work on the long range force has included
particle mapping (Sanaullah et al., 2016a; Sanaullah et al., 2016b), multigrid (Gu
and Herbordt, 2007b; Gu and Herbordt, 2007a), and the 3D FFT (Humphries et al.,
2014; Sheng et al., 2014). Other MD work with FPGAs has been on the bonded force
(Xiong and Herbordt, 2017) and complete FPGA integration (Yang et al., 2019b;
Yang et al., 2019a).
Previous Work on Accelerating Algebraic Multigrid on FPGAs. With
a configurable datapath and flexible memory, FPGAs is an efficient device for AMG
computing (Haghi et al., 2020). The novel and salable architecture have been pro-
posed to obtain full utilization. Meanwhile, multi-node FPGAs work is being con-
ducted on AMG computing, relating to internode communication.
Previous Work on Accelerating Bioinformatics on FPGAs. This includes
studies of dynamic programming based algorithms (VanCourt and Herbordt, 2004;
VanCourt and Herbordt, 2007), heuristic sequence alignment such as BLAST (Her-
bordt et al., 2006; Herbordt et al., 2007a; Park et al., 2009; Park et al., 2010; Mahram
and Herbordt, 2010; Mahram and Herbordt, 2012b; Mahram and Herbordt, 2012a;
Mahram and Herbordt, 2015), multiple sequence alignment (Mahram and Herbordt,
2012b), and other string matching applications (Conti et al., 2004).
Other HPC work on FPGAs. Other HPC applications include Discrete Molec-
ular Dynamics (Model and Herbordt, 2007; Herbordt et al., 2008b; Herbordt et al.,
2009; Khan and Herbordt, 2011), Molecular Docking (VanCourt et al., 2004a; Van-
Court and Herbordt, 2005b; VanCourt and Herbordt, 2006b; Sukhwani and Herbordt,
2008; Sukhwani and Herbordt, 2010b; Landaverde and Herbordt, 2014), Microarray
Analysis (VanCourt et al., 2003; VanCourt et al., 2004b), Adaptive Mesh Refinement,
(Wang et al., 2019b; Wang et al., 2019a), Sensing (Sheng et al., 2015a; Liu et al.,
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2016; Yang et al., 2017b; Xiang et al., 2018), and Machine Learning (Liu et al., 2016;
Sanaullah et al., 2018b; Geng et al., 2018b; Geng et al., 2018a; Geng et al., 2019c;
Geng et al., 2019b; Geng et al., 2019a; Li et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2020).
2.4 Basics of MPI
HPC applications are written using MPI. Since MPI has certain characteristics that
influence how communication gets implemented we give some background here.
Large numbers of nodes are required in HPC computing. MPI which is a well
known communicating middleware handles communication process between each node.
The efficiency and standardization make MPI the most popular programming models
for large computing systems, supporting point to point communication and collective
operations. MPI was developed in 1990s, before that it was a difficult and tedious
task to write and run parallel applications with no standard way of doing it. At that
time most of the applications were in science and research area. Message passing
modes mean that application passes messages among processes in order to perform
a task which is an optimal model for the parallel program. For instance, the Master
process has the ability to assign work to the slave process by passing description of
that work. By 1994, MPI-1, a well-defined standard and interface of message passing
interface have been introduced to developers. As the complete implementation of
MPI, MPI was widely adopted and become a standard method of message passing
applications.
In MPI, MPI COMM WORLD in MPI variable defines the group of nodes in the
MPI application which is the world. This is a communicator in the world for all the
nodes talking to each other and do the message passing. The communicator prevents
the message from other world to interfere with each other. Rank represents the node
in communicator to identify the processor’s id in the communication world. To start
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MPI applications, MPI Init must be called to enable communications before any other
communication routines.
Point to Point operation Point to point operation is the most fundamental
message passing operations between two nodes. The communication happens between
two nodes, one call send and the other calls received. This performs the point to
point communication. Message sent by the sender is composed by two-part, data
and message envelop. Message envelop contains packets’ information such as source,
destination, tag, and communicator.
Collectives operation Collective operations are widely used not only because
of the simplicity of programming but also for the performance of communication.
Collective communication is a method of communication that involves the partici-
pation of all processes in a communicator. Synchronization is needed for collective
communication which means that all processes must reach a point in their code be-
fore they can begin executing. Collective operations involve typically broadcasts and
reductions. Instead of doing a large amount of point to point communication, bring
data in a specific path to gather or broadcast information to reduce communication
intensity.
Topology Mapping A communicator describes a group of processes, but every
process may not communicate with every other node. For example, a computation
system defined on a Cartesian 2D grid, the node is only communicating with its neigh-
bor nodes which are N/S/E/W neighbors. If MPI knows such information, it could
conceivably optimize the virtual topology mapping. Renumbering the ranks to bring
communication processes closer in physical topology to achieve better communication
performance.
MPI provides two types of typologies: one based on Cartesian grid and the other
based on graphs. Graph based topology stands for processes and edges connect pro-
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cesses that communicate with each other. A large amount of applications are based
on grid topology with two or more dimensions. Grid structures are mapped using a
row-major numbering system. Figure shows an example of 2x2 grid(Figure 2·4).
Figure 2·4: 2x2 grid
2.5 Router Architecture
In this section, three router architectures and the flow control mechanism are ex-
plained. These are again based on work done by Sheng (Sheng, 2017) and Yang (Yang,
2019). Two wormhole style router and a virtual cut-through router are covered in
this section. Based on FCC characteristic, major function units are implemented in
FCC router.
2.5.1 Livelock and Deadlock
Livelock
Livelock happens when packets are making no progress arriving at the destination.
Packets are traversing and move through the network. However, using the routing
algorithm introduced before, livelock does not happen. For instance, DOR algorithm,
packets are following rules of entering the next dimension before the have finished the
previous dimension. Once the packet is injected into the network, the routing path
is determined and it will definitely make progress of heading to the destination.
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Deadlock
Deadlock happens when a sequence of packets is freeze because they are all waiting
for each other to release the resources. This situation is when multiple packets are
having similar moving trends and forming a dependency loop. Each packet is waiting
for its previous packet to release resource but itself is also being waited by its rear
one. Deadlock can be a disaster to the network, those packets will be stuck inside the
network never reaching the destination. In our FCC 3D-torus, deadlock can happen
in two ways, on single dimension or on multiple dimensions.
On single dimension, the wraparound link forms a ring easily in any dimension.
(Dally and Seitz, 1987) proposed that the deadlock can be avoided by using VCs and
dateline. So we divide the packets into two groups, class 0 and class 1. Only a certain
class can enter their belonging VCs or resources. In order to avoid ring link happens
on the single dimension, within the same class, loop can not form. So a Dateline is
added on each torus loop between node(N-1) and Node 0. Each packet is injected
with class 0, when passing the dateline, the class of packet needs to be changed to 1.
Figure 2·5 shows how dateline works.
Figure 2·5: Packets on clockwise and counterclockwise direction
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On multiple dimensions, in order to avoid deadlock Forbidden Turn on the routing
algorithm level would be a better solution. When packets enter certain direction,
packets are not allowed to head back to certain directions. Six turning directions are
forbidden to break all possible dependency loops. Y- to X+ and Y- to X- are two
forbidden turns to avoid XY plane. Z- to X+, Z- to X- are ones to avoid deadlock in
ZX plane. Z- to Y+, and Z- to Y- are to avoid ZY plane. As a result, Z- is the last
direction to go for all the packets. As Figure shows 2·6.
Figure 2·6: Forbidden turns in 3D-torus
2.5.2 VC-based Wormhole Router
Wormhole VC-based router is proposed by William Dally(Dally, 1992; Dally and Aoki,
1993) has been well studied. Wormhole router has low resource utilization and high
throughput advantages and becomes the standard of the industry. This subsection
briefly introduces the principle and mechanism of classic wormhole VC-based router.
The architecture is shown in Figure 2·7.
Firstly, packets are broken into flit, which is the basic unit of flow control. Based
on the packet, there are several types of flits, HEAD, BODY, TAIL, SINGLE, and
CREDIT. If the packet is large enough, packets are broke into HEAD, BODY and
TAIL. HEAD flit contains the basic information of the packet including source, des-
tination, size, priority and so on. Flits of packets arrive at the downstream node’s
input port sequentially. If the flit is HEAD flit, based on the information provided by
the flit, the routing compute unit would perform routing algorithm on the packet and
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decide the next output direction. Each input port contains a set of virtual channels.
These channels are there to hold the arriving flits until the output direction is avail-
able for the current packet. Wormhole VC router tends to have a smaller buffer size
with low resource utilization. Large packets with many flits would scatter in several
nodes along the path when the virtual channel buffer is not big enough to hold the
whole packets. when blocking happens, the following flits are also blocked because
flits are not able to send the next node with not enough virtual channel buffer. In
fact, the buffer inside the virtual channels can only hold one or two flits at a time.
This is the reason why VC based wormhole router takes fewer resources utilization.
On the switch side, when the output port is available to send out new packet, switch
arbitration would start arbitration on VCs and one of the VC wins the arbitration.
Afterward, the selected VC send the flit to the switch output.
Figure 2·7: Wormhole VC-based router architecture
The reason for having multiple virtual channels is to solve blocks. The VC buffer
is holding flits if the output port is not available causing the input port is not able to
receive more packets. While it is possible that other incoming packets’ output port
is available. So with more VCs, the router’s resources are fully utilized. As figure
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shows 2·8.
Figure 2·8: virtual channel
2.5.3 Wormhole Router with Advance Flow Control
This design is similar to the first one but with some architecture optimizations. There
are two main improvements in this design, function unit rearrangement and advanced
flow control.
Firstly, the design removes the input buffer and allocate each VC unit as a FIFO
buffer. In the previous design, since the head flit has the routing information such as
source, destination, class and so on. The consistency of the flits in the same packets
need to be maintained both on the physical link and inside the input buffer. As a
result, the flits transmission can not be intervened by flits belongs to other packets.
In order to mitigate the blocking issue, input buffer needs to be large enough to hold
the whole packets. Remove the link occupation on its path requires a large input
buffer which consumes large resources. Meanwhile, the existence of input buffer also
introduces head of block issue. with multiple packets store in the input buffer, when
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block happens in one of the VC causing freeze in the input buffer. Packets behind
which have the change to enter unoccupied VC are impossible.
In this design, the input buffer is completely removed and changing VCs as input
buffer slots. Meanwhile, we perform the VC allocation ahead of time for the down-
stream. Only in this design, the preallocation is possible. In this way, the router has
the capability to recover the connection between upstream and downstream nodes.
When congestion happens the router could give away link occupation to other packets
that have the change for other unoccupied VCs. It is possible to resume the trans-
mission because we have the downstream VC allocation id. What’s more, VC buffers
do not need to be large enough to hold the while packets which would save resources
for the chip.
Figure 2·9: Wormhole Router with Advanced Flow Control
2.5.4 Virtual Cut-Through Router
Virtual Cut-Through is another switch that widely adopted. Comparing to the previ-
ous wormhole router, although it takes more resources, the advantage of simple flow
control and less link congestion makes it become a promising router architecture. The
router store the packets in the intermediate node when the next node is congested or
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busy. The upper stream node can send the packet if the next node has enough space
for the current packet without waiting for the entire packet to arrive. Reasoning that
there the packets are stored in the while buffer space, credit flit only needs to carry
how much space has been left for the upper stream. Flow control would be simple
and efficient. When the next node is congested, buffer space is large enough to store
the whole packet which frees physical links and gives way for other available packets.
Figure 2·10: Virtual Cut Through Router Architecture
The architecture (Yang, 2019) is shown in Figure 2·10 and the input buffer data-
path is shown in Figure 2·11. The pipeline stages are similar to the previous designs,
the difference is the input buffer. And the credit unit is on longer the same. All
the incoming packets are stored in the RAM, and each address slot is large enough
to hold the whole packet. Available Queue and Empty Queue are two FIFOs to
indicate valid available packet that needs to be sent out and empty address of the
RAM. We call the slot in these queues Token. These FIFO can be represented as
tables describe the status of the RAM. When new packets arrives at the input port,
traversing through routing compute unit entering the packet RAM. The empty queue
would pop a token contains the address for the packet. The packet will be stored
in the RAM. In the meantime, avail queue tokens store the basic information of the
packet, including RAM address, packet flit id, size and so on. After the initialization
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stage, the empty queue will be full and the available queue is empty because there
are no packets available for output.
Figure 2·11: Virtual Cut Through Router Architecture
The available queue is divided into 6 groups which represent 6 output port. Each
output direction can fetch their needed packet when it available. The output signal is
sent from switch. When the input buffer unit receives the signal from the switch, the
token will be pop from the available queue and send the packet to the dedicated output
direction. At the same time, an empty token is generated to replace the popped one
from the available queue. With new requests from the switch, these procedures are
repeated in the following packet sending. However, the head of block issue would
happen more likely in the design. When multiple input buffers are requesting the
same output port, packets behind the packets are freeze while there is an available
output port for the following packets. To solve the head of block issue, 10 registers are
added which is called Peek Flit which holds a copy of the top packet of the available
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queue. These packets are connecting directly to the Switch Allocation Unit. When
the allocation unit gives the signal which is based on the result of the arbitration
policy, the matching packet will be sent to the switch for output. In this way, we can
get rid of the head of block issue.
2.6 Related Work on Topology Mapping
There has been large amount of work on topology mapping both in graph embedding
and algorithm. Some influential early work and surveys include (Rosenberg, 1975;
Rosenberg, 1980; Aleliunas and Rosenberg, 1982; Monien and Sudborough, 1990).
Lecture notes by Tvrdik provide a particularly fine introduction (Tvrdik, 1999). Em-
bedding of rectangular meshes into cube meshes is a promising way to embed 2D
mesh into 3D torus topology (Ma and Tao, 1988; Annexstein et al., 1990; Ma and
Tao, 1993; Obrenic´ et al., 1999). Given a 2D mesh, roll like Figure2·12(b). As we get
a long rectangular, cut and pile up to get a cube like(c).
Figure 2·12: Rectangular mesh into cube mesh (from Tvrdik (Tvrdik,
1999))
Another approach is proposed by Hoefler (Hoefler and Snir, 2011). The topology
mapping problem in general is NP-complete problem (although optimal solutions are
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known for low-dimensional special cases). The proposed efficient and fast heuristic
based on graph similarity and test the performance using real application communica-
tion pattern. They have several algorithms that can support heterogeneous networks
and shows a reduction of congestion on different topology and irregular communi-
cation patterns. Greedy heuristic starts from some vertex and chooses the heaviest
vertex and greedily map the heaviest neighboring vertex to the heaviest connections.
With this procedure happen recursively, the efficient mapping is done. The second al-
gorithm recursive bisection mapping recursively split the minimum weighted edge-cut
into equal halves to determine the mapping.
SCOTCH (Pellegrini and Roman, 1996)is another software package for static map-
ping library. Static mapping means gubernatorial optimize assigning the communi-
cation processes of a parallel program onto a parallel machine to minimize the overall
execution time. SCOTCH library defines an indirect source graph that can represent
the virtual topology. Within the graph, each vertex and edge has weight used for
computing the computation and communication weight of the corresponding process
and link. Meanwhile, target physical topology is also represented in a similar way
to represent the processing cost of the processor and communication. The algorithm
recursively partitions both the source and target virtual topology and target physical
topology.
2.7 Usage Models and Configurable Router Design Space
Our overall premise is that performance can be improved (or cost in chip area reduced)
by configuring the router/switch with respect to the workload. There are several
mechanisms by which this configuration can be made, most of which are already well
studied (Dally and Towles, 2004; Sheng, 2017; Yang, 2019). They differ by the time-
scale of the configuration and by the type of change to the hardware that is made.
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The time-scale also determines the usage model. We now categorize configuration
types and give examples of each.
2.7.1 Soft Configuration
Definition: We define soft configuration to be changes to the router that can be made
with no change to the hardware; i.e., only device memory is changed. Moreover, no
special hardware design is needed to effect this configuration, although not all switches
support each kind of soft configuration.
Examples: If the routing algorithm is implemented using table-based routing, then
the change in routing algorithm is implemented using soft configuration. Dynamic
priority is another soft configuration application. The switch can dynamically change
priority of each direction based on the buffer usage. Priority allocation for congested
direction at runtime can be defined as soft method.
Timescale: Since only a few KB to MB of memory need to be loaded, soft configu-
ration can take place on the scale of microseconds.
Usage Model: The timescale indicates that changes can be made within the running
of an application without serious loss of performance. The scope of the change,
however, means that care would need to be taken. Changing a basic mechanism like
routing algorithm cannot be done within a single batch communication, but could be
done between communications, or especially, phases of an application.
2.7.2 Fully Dynamic Configuration
Definition: Fully Dynamic configuration refers to changes in how the router works
as determined by the underlying hardware design. This method is well-known and in
general use in routers of all types.
Examples: One example is the allocation of channel band to virtual channels. An-
other is the amount of storage that is allocated to a virtual channel. We use fully
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dynamic configuration in the dynamic version of VCT router. This design dynami-
cally allocates input buffer sizes for each of the six input directions.
Timescale: The timescale is on the order of a few cycles.
Usage Model: Fully dynamic configuration is generally transparent to the rest of
the system, although one could easily imagine having modifiable parameters.
2.7.3 Hard Configuration
Definition: We refer to as Hard Configuration changes to the router that require
the FPGA (or analogous configurable hardware) to be reconfigured. This is the
underlying mechanism of some previous FCC router work (Sheng, 2017; Yang, 2019).
Examples: One example is the switching mechanism, such as how the internal chan-
nels are multiplexed between input and output. Another is the total buffer allocation.
Timescale: The timescale depends on the support given for reconfiguration by the
board or router design. It can vary from milliseconds to seconds.
Usage Model: If the timescale is on the order of seconds, then configuration is likely
only viable when an application is being loaded. If milliseconds, then finer gradations
are possible, such as between phases of an application.
2.7.4 Partial (Hard) Configuration
Definition: Partial Hard Configuration is a variation of Hard Configuration, but
done with partial reconfiguration (Vipin and Fahmy, 2018).
Examples: There are no implemented instances, but we could envision isolated
changes being made. Perhaps the amount of allocated storage could be changed in
this way.
Timescale: On the order of milliseconds.
Usage Model: This timescale is on the order of soft configuration and so would
have a similar usage scenario.
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2.8 Experimental Setup
A cycle-accurate simulator is built to get the result of different architectural designs
and measure the performance of our FCC system. We have used as our starting point
previous work, especially by Sheng (Sheng, 2017) and Yang (Yang, 2019). In order
to provide fast and accurate network performance of different designs and features
of the network, the simulator is written in C++. Implementing the system in HDL
would be painful and hard to debug with large simulation time. The simulator clearly
shows the details and accurately reflects the status of the router cycle by cycle. With
real parameters based on the capabilities of current FPGA devices, the torus size of
FCC cluster is 8 by 8 by 8.
Modules are implemented as a class in C++ simulating the same hierarchical
order in the real HDL system. To simulate the clock cycle, the entire simulator is in
a while loop. Each time we enter the while loop, cycle counter will increment one.
Each module has an input and output port connecting with each other to mimic
the pipeline manner. The simulator used “producer-consumer” model introduced
in (Sheng, 2017). There are three basic functions in each module, Initialization,
Consume, Produce. At the beginning of the simulation, the Initialization function is
activated to do initial work of giving variable the proper value and point pointers to
the right variables. After that, Consume function fetch the value given by the input
port in their pipeline. The following phase is Produce, its function is evaluating the
latched in value and execute the data path in each module and update the output
port’s value. At the end of this cycle, the cycle counter increment 1 and move to the
next cycle. With the help of the simulator, all possible configure architecture design
and features performance is evaluated.
This work was done in the context of creating the Novo-G# testbed on a cluster
of 64 FPGAs (George et al., 2016). The simulator is fully validated on a 4-node
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subsystem (Sheng, 2017; Yang, 2019). In order to test our proposed FCC cluster, the
network size of simulator is set as 8 x 8 x 8. In our target system, each board is a
Stratix V FPGA, supporting six links Multigigabit Transceivers(MGT). The targeting
link bandwidth is set as 20 Gbps, with a 256-bit phit size, the MGT’s revocerd user
input frequency is around 80 MHz. Our flit size is set as 128-bit making our router
targeting frequency as 160 MHz which meets the place&router timing requirement.
With measure of previous work, link delay is set as 175 ns which is 28 cycles.
Chapter 3
Topology Mapping
As described in previous chapters, the topology of interest here is a 3D-torus. Molec-
ular Dynamics is a good example of an application that runs well on this architecture
as it assigns molecules to nodes based on their spatial location. However, not all ap-
plications follow 3D-torus topology. It would be expensive to rewire and reconfigure
the physical cluster topology to fit the application’s logical topology. Rather, the
application is mapped onto the physical cluster to maximize performance.
As early as the 1980s, topology mapping was already recognized as an important
problem. There appear to be two approaches to developing mapping strategies. One
emerges from the theory community and is based on abstract metrics such as dilation
and congestion. It gives provably optimal solutions, but is limited by the underlying
computational model. The other approach emerges from the HPC community and
has a more practical set of metrics. The drawback of this approach is that most HPC
networks nowadays are indirect “xyz-flies” or fat trees, rather than the meshes of
interest in the present study.
In this chapter, we investigate representative mapping mechanisms from both of
these communities. As stated, users do not need to consider topology issues, based
on user’s topology or application characteristics, the mechanism will find out and
optimized way to map application to the physical cluster. The first one is an algorithm
that we have developed as part of the thesis work: a “fold-and-cut” mechanism that
transforms 2D logical coordinate onto the 3D physical topology, extending work, e.g.
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of (Aleliunas and Rosenberg, 1982; Ma and Tao, 1988; Ma and Tao, 1993) and generic
methods described by (Tvrdik, 1999). The second one is the greedy algorithm to
greedily mapping user’s application communication patterns and minimize the overall
communication link usage (Hoefler and Snir, 2011).
We first motivate communication patterns of interest; then introduce a packet
visualization utility we have created to help the development of intuition; we follow
this by presenting the mapping algorithms, the new fold-and-cut, and the well-known
greedy algorithm; finally come experimental results for analyzing behaviors and com-
paring performance.
3.1 Communication Patterns
One drawback of the theory approach is that it is generally limited to static properties
of the topology. It would appear that this approach ignores critical information: how
the virtual links are actually used. To do this we must first find the likely/common
communication patterns. Some patterns are extracted from real applications and
some are synthetic ones in order to test our mapping mechanism and dynamic hard-
ware. We pick some of the typical ones as our experiment communication pattern
shown as the table below 3.1.
The most significantly used in real HPC applications are All to All, Cube Nearest
Neighbor, and Nearest Neighbors. Take Molecular Dynamics (MD) as an instance,
Cube Nearest Neighbor and All to All derives from MD simulation. Cube Nearest
Neighbor performs twice for Range-Limited force evaluation iteration. At the evalu-
ation phase, each node broadcasts its particle information to its neighbor nodes, and
when each node finishes its calculation, data needs to be sent back from 16 nearest
neighbors. When performing Long Range potential evaluation on multiple FPGAs,
All to All is performed. Stencil computation needs Nearest Neighbor and 3-hop Di-
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agonal Nearest Neighbor. For Bit Complement, Transpose and Tornado are synthetic
patterns for evaluating router performance.
Table 3.1: HPC Application Communication Pattern
Pattern Name Pattern
All-to-All (x,y,z)−→ all the other nodes
Nearest Neighbor (x,y,z)−→(x+1,y,z),(x-1,y,z)...(x,y,z-1)
Cube Nearest Neighbor (x,y,z)−→[x+1,x-1][y+1,y-1][z+1,z-1]
Transpose (x,y,z)−→(z,y,x)
3-hop Diagonal
Nearest Neighbor (x,y,z)−→(x+1,y+1,z+1),(x+1,y+1,z-1)...(x-1,y-1,z-1)
Tornado (x,y,z)→ (x,y+YSIZE/2-1,z)
Bit Complement (x,y,z)→ (bitcomplement(x,y,z))
3.2 Packet Visualization
In order to show the workload and situation of the network, we have created a visu-
alization toolkit to monitor the situation of the network shown in Figure 3·1. This
toolkit shows the network congestion situation of each cycle. As the figure shows, we
are dividing the 3D cluster into eight 2D meshes, which shows link usage of each layer.
The cross and dot show Z dimension link usage status. With green, yellow and red
shows the congestion situation and number next to it indicates the packets traversing
in the link. With the packet visualization toolkit, communication patterns are visual-
ized and network congestion situation is shown directly. With this support, it would
be easier to improve the communication mechanism and boost our communication
performance.
3.3 The Cut-and-Fold Mapping Algorithm
A great diversity of user application topology can be mapped onto physical topology,
we choose lower 2D dimension onto higher 3D dimension as our example. In the
case of knowing the user’s topology instead of communication characteristic, a graph
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Figure 3·1: Packet Visualization shows network congestion situation
of each cycle
embedding mechanism would be suitable in this case. In terms of different mapping
behavior, load and communication imbalance situation would be different. Evaluation
of mapping strategies and imbalance issue is proposed in the last section.
Graph Embedding
In this section, we proposed generalized 2D logical mapping to 3D physical topology
using the fold-and-cut mechanism. As the user given a lower (2D) logical topology,
a middleware software level need to map the user’s topology onto our physical 3D-
torus cluster. Implementing this has two reasons. Firstly, 2D logical topology size is
larger than 3D, we could not directly map the 2D mesh onto one layer of 3D cluster.
This mechanism solves this situation by squeezing the 2D mesh as small as possible
to fit into 3D physical topology. Secondly, with converting 2D logical coordinate to
3D physical topology coordinate, the FCC router infrastructure can be directly used
with Z dimension 2 extra link provided by FCC hardware, better performance can be
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achieved.
The graph mapping mechanism is achieved in a fold-and-cut manner. Reasoning
that we do not know the user’s application communication pattern characteristic,
based on user’s logical topology, the implementation needs to keep original logical
typology’s nearest neighbor connection as much as possible when doing the transfor-
mation.
The first step is roll and fold; Figure 3·2 shows a 3-fold. Based on the size of
our physical cluster size, software simulation could find out the appropriate folding
number and also can be chosen by the user. Less folding number is recommended for
keeping spatial locality for next steps.
Figure 3·2: Step 1: Fold
The second step is to cut the figure shown (see Figure 3·3). Cutting folded blocks
into smaller blocks evenly. As before number of cut is also calculated by the simulator
by minimizing the overall neighbor distance.
The last step is to pile up those small blocks. The piling follows a Z-fold manner,
because we need to keep nearest neighbor as much as possible, or close enough (see
Figure 3·4).
With this approach, we keep the original logical topology as much as possible. We
can vary the number of cuts and folds which would give us different performances. As
the transformed topology more cube-like, the performance would be better. Mean-
while, the less number of cut the better performance we would achieve reasoning that
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Figure 3·3: Step 2: Cut
Figure 3·4: Step 3: Z-Fold
more cut would stretch the cutting edge nodes’ distance. The example we take is 16
by 16 2D mesh mapping onto 3D 8 by 8 by 8 physical torus. The number of fold
varies from 2 to 4 and the number of cuts varies from 1 to 3.
Greedy embedding algorithm
As we know the application communication pattern, we can map nodes to physical
topology base on nodes’ communication intensity but it would be an NP-complete
problem. So we start a greedy algorithm that is inspired by the work Hoefler (Hoefler
and Snir, 2011). As we already know the communication intensity, greedily mapping
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the most intensely communicated node as near as possible.
We start with generating a communicating intensity table which shows the time
of each two of the nodes communication happens(Figure 3·5). The table is adjacency
matrix and the number is how many times the two nodes would communicate. The
application could have hybrid communication patterns, we combine those together to
achieve the overall optimized performance.
Figure 3·5: communication intensity matrix and physical topology
matrix
Considering the communication intensity, we could greedy map the logical topol-
ogy. Starting with some vertex in H, choose one of the heaviest vertexes in G and
map it to the available closest neighbor. And the process happens recursively. The
greedy algorithm is a general solution to topology mapping. The detailed algorithm
is shown below (Figure 3·6).
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Figure 3·6: Generic Topology Mapping Strategies from Torsten Hoe-
fler
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3.4 Topology Emulation Performance
3.4.1 Fold and Cut Performance
As the previous section, we have proposed the fold-and-cut algorithm to map the
user’s 2D mesh topology onto 3D physical torus cluster. Using our 8 by 8 by 8
FCC simulator to evaluate the performance of different combinations of 2D cut and
fold with the coordinate automatically transformed. We implemented all-to-all, and
square nearest neighbor as our communication patterns, reasoning that these two
patterns typically reflect different combinations that could have a significant effect on
the overall performance. The performance is tested in three router designs: Baseline,
Wormhole router, and Virtual Cut Through.
In terms of all-to-all communication pattern, the performance is shown in Fig-
ure 3·7 and 3·8.
The evaluation of latency and throughput performance shows that three router
design have a similar result. So the architecture of router design does not significantly
impact the performance of cut and fold. For batch latency, 4-fold and 1-cut give us
the lowest latency across all design, and 3-fold and 1-cut perform better in Design 1
and 3, with 4-fold and 1-cut the best in Design 2.
As the performance of the square nearest neighbor, the performance is shown in
Figure 3·9 and 3·10. 2-fold and 1-cut always give us the lowest latency with a similar
trend in all three router designs.
In all-to-all patterns, each node is sending the packet to every other node in the
cluster, so the spatial locality is less important. The more cube-like which means
logical nodes are more intense and closer to each other the better performance we
would get. With more intense the nodes are, each node could make use of extra Z link
which does not exist in 2D logical topology, to send the packet in a shorter path. As
a result, this is the reason why more folds and cuts boost performance. Nevertheless,
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Figure 3·7: 2D to 3D Mapping Performance: All-to-All Batch Latency
there is a limitation of cut and fold, more cut or fold could make the cube to flat or
can not fit into our 8 by 8 by 8 FCC cluster.
In the square nearest neighbor pattern, we can tell that the less cut and fold gives
us the best performance reasoning that with less operation on the logical 2D topology,
the original topology characteristic is kept. Square neatest neighbor depends more
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Figure 3·8: 2D to 3D Mapping Performance: All-to-All Throughput
on spatial locality.
Fold and Cut Link Usage Imbalance
With embedding 2D logical topology into 3D physical torus topology, increasing di-
mension provides two extra links in Z dimension. With these extra Z links, more
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Figure 3·9: 2D to 3D Mapping Performance: Square Nearest Neighbor
Batch Latency
flexibility of packet routing and bandwidth the performance performs better. While
the nodes and communication are not uniformly distributed which leads to link usage
imbalance.
Figure 3·11 depicts our measure link usage status. For each pattern and each fold-
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Figure 3·10: 2D to 3D Mapping Performance: Square Nearest Neigh-
bor Throughput
and-cut configuration, we collect the average link usage status across all the links that
are used at least once during the routing process. From the figure, we find that for
patterns like all-to-all and nearest neighbor, the link usage is imbalanced. The figure
shows why we choose all to all and nearest neighbor as our communication pattern
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example. These two patterns not only show both overall and local communication
case but also has the most imbalanced issue.
Figure 3·11: Link usage under different fold and cut configurations
3.4.2 Comparison Between Graph Embedding and Greedy Algorithm
For these two mapping mechanisms, we pick two typical patterns, all to all and
square nearest neighbor on 2D topology. All to all reflects the overall communication
situation because each node sent packets to every other node. Base on our fold-
and-cut mechanism, all to all patterns can make use of the extra Z link that does
not exist in 2D topology. While in the square nearest neighbor pattern, each node
sends packets to its nearest 8 surrounding nodes in the 2D square. This would be
the weak part of mapping mechanism. The cutting side extends the distance between
two neighbor nodes.
In greedy algorithm, nodes are mapped based on the distance of nodes greedily.
Regardless of original 2D topology, it only keeps the most expensive link or most
intensive communicated nodes as close as possible. So greedy algorithm fits better
than fold-and-cut in specific application that specific nodes communicate intensively
or in physical topology weight of links are not the same.
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Figure3·12 shows the latency of 2D topology all to all and square nearest neighbor
pattern. The latency of graph embedding fold-and-cut and greedy algorithm is shown
in the figure. From our observation, in both pattern graph embedding has less latency
than the greedy algorithm, and as the packet size grows, the difference increases. In
square nearest neighbor pattern, latency can be worse than all to all patterns. Because
All to all is an overall pattern that packets are taking advantage of the extra Z link
which does not exist in 2D topology. While square nearest neighbor pattern sends
packets to the neighbors and fold-and-cut break the original topology and extend the
distance of cutting side nodes. So we assume that the difference would be less in the
square nearest neighbor pattern. The possible reason is that the greedy algorithm
does not take 2D topology into account, only consider mapping the most expensive
nodes as close as possible. These patterns depend on nodes’ spatial locality in 2D
topology, graph embedding could have better performance than the greedy algorithm.
Figure 3·13 shows the worst-case comparison of two mapping mechanism. As we
can see, the worst-case follows the same trend of latency comparison between two
mechanisms. This also verifies the conclusion we observed that the greedy algorithm
does not take topology into account, regular spatial patterns perform worse in greedy
algorithm than graph embedding.
The greedy algorithm would have better performance when running on specific
physical clusters or specific applications. The weight of links are not the same, it may
take a longer time to traverse some of the links. Meanwhile, in some specific appli-
cation, communications are not regular, some nodes communicate more intensively
than others. The greedy algorithm is also suitable for clusters running multiple ap-
plications, mapping application and nodes using greedy algorithm would have better
performance.
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Figure 3·12: 16x16 2D mapping to 8x8x8 3D, All to All and
Square Nearest Neighbor latency comparison(X-axis: Packet size(flit
size=16B), Y-axis: Latency)
Figure 3·13: 16x16 2D mapping to 8x8x8 3D, All to All and
Square Nearest Neighbor worst case comparison(X-axis: Packet size(flit
size=16B), Y-axis: Latency)
3.4.3 Resource and Bandwidth Imbalance
With different mapping mechanisms, resource and link usage would be effected. Each
nodes’ buffer usage and link usage reflect the resource and bandwidth imbalance
condition. As Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 indicates the max load, min load, max load
node position, min load node position under specific communication pattern and
mapping mechanism. From the table, we observe that max load, min load, and the
corresponding location varies a lot. In 2D All to All pattern, the result reflects the
same result trend as before, the max load of greedy algorithm in node (0,0,0) is 36
percent larger than fold and cut mechanism in node(0,7,0). Min Load of Fold and
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Cut mechanism in node(0,0,0) is much larger than greedy algorithm in node(4,6,0).
Therefore, fold and cut mechanism average the workload of each node, variance of
woke load in greedy algorithm is much larger with different hot spot positions in the
network. With regard to 2D square nearest neighbor pattern, fold and cut’s max load
is 250 percent less than greedy algorithm. Min load in greedy is lower than fold and
cut as well. Follow the same rule as all to all pattern.
Table 3.2: Max Load Table using different mapping mechanism
Pattern Name Mapping Mechanism Packet Size Max Load Max Position
2D All to All Fold and Cut 1*8 2560 (0,0,0)
2D All to All Greedy 1*8 4064 (0,7,0)
2D Square NN Fold and Cut 4*8 192 (0,0,1)
2D Square NN Greedy 4*8 672 (0,7,0)
Table 3.3: Min Load Table using different mapping mechanism
Pattern Name Mapping Mechanism Packet Size Min Load Min Position
2D All to All Fold and Cut 1*8 1536 (0,0,0)
2D All to All Greedy 1*8 8 (4,6,0)
2D Square NN Fold and Cut 4*8 96 (0,0,0)
2D Square NN Greedy 4*8 32 (5,2,0)
Resource Usage Imbalance
In order to reflect the resource usage imbalance in the time dimension, we choose
the max load node result from the previous table. Fold and cut in node(0,0,0) and
greedy in node(0,7,0) in all to all pattern are chosen. As Figure 3·14 shows, because
of the different mapping ways, each node’s usage would vary a lot. In fold and cut,
each direction are almost following the same trend as time goes, while greedy one
each direction fluctuate irregularly. Fold and cut buffer usage is less than greedy one
which demonstrates the same result from the previous section. Between 0 to 2000
cycle, node (0,0,0) all to all pattern uses more buffer space in xneg and xpos than
other directions. We would use this pattern to predefine different direction’s buffer
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size in order to save chip resources. In node(0,7,0) all to all pattern, after around
3500 cycles, zneg directions barely use input buffer. Buffer resources allocated for
zneg is freed to save chip area. In square nearest neighbor pattern, we can follow the
same rule as all to all to optimize our router.
Comparing overall buffer resource usage, fold and cut use much less buffer resource
than greedy one. And the variance in time dimension is less in fold and cut.
Figure 3·14: Buffer Usage All to All node wave(X-axis: Cycle, Y-axis:
Buffer Usage)
Bandwidth Usage Imbalance
In order to reflect bandwidth, we use link usage to reflect the busy degree of each out-
put link. With the result from previous section, we choose all to all and square near-
est neighbors to reflect the overall and local communication intensity of the network.
From Figure 3·16 and Figure 3·17 we discovered that within all to all pattern, Two
mechanism has similar overall link usage, but different imbalance situation among 6
directions. However, in the square nearest neighbor pattern, fold and cut apparently
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Figure 3·15: Buffer Usage Square NN node wave(X-axis: Cycle, Y-
axis: Buffer Usage)
have less link usage both in six directions than greedy one which also means fold
and cut has better mapping efficiency. Moreover, Fold and Cut has much less usage
imbalance difference.
Figure 3·16: Overall Link Usage All to All(X-axis: Direction, Y-axis:
Link Usage)
Figure 3·18 shows all to all pattern running on node(0,0,0) with fold and cut.
And on node(0,7,0) with greedy mapping link usage. The reason we choose these two
nodes is that, from the previous result, these two nodes have the most intense link
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Figure 3·17: Overall Link Usage Square NN(X-axis: Direction, Y-
axis: Link Usage)
usage which also means different mapping behavior would affect the network intense
hot spot in the network. From the fold and cut one we can tell that after 200 unit
time, the xneg link usage drop significantly, near to zero. And after 250 unit time,
different direction link usage is more imbalanced which leads to xpos would be more
congested. While in greedy one, six directions are all following the same trend of link
usage and more balanced than fold and cut one.
Figure 3·18: Link Usage All to All node wave(X-axis: Cycle, Y-axis:
Link Usage)
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Figure 3·19 dipicts link usage running square nearest neighbor pattern. Node(0,0,0)
shows quite imbalanced link usage in six direction. Between 0 to 15 time unit, xneg
and yneg are more intense than other directions. In greedy one, node(0,7,0) shows
six directions are following the same trend with a more balanced intensity situation.
Figure 3·19: Link Usage Square NN node wave(X-axis: Cycle, Y-axis:
Link Usage)
Chapter 4
Dynamic Hardware Design
With regard to different mapping behavior, resource and link usage vary from node
position and time. Our hypothesis is that we could change hardware configuration
both in different nodes and a different time. As examples we consider different pa-
rameters of buffer size, packet priority in switch arbitration, and switch design and
see how they affect performance for different mapping mechanisms and communica-
tion patterns. We did the hardware router design both in hard and soft configuration
methods. Soft methods can work at a fine-grained time scale, but requires hardware
costs which can be eliminated with hard configurations.
4.1 Virtual Cut-Through Router with Dynamic Buffers
In order to dynamically allocate resources in the router, dealing with load imbalance
issues, we can utilize the prediction result given by the previous section’s algorithm.
Furthermore, when the basic input buffer unit reaches its threshold, assign more re-
source to that direction. In this work, we design a dynamic input buffer architecture
that can able to allocate resource base on current traffic situation. (See figure 4·1)
Virtual Cut Through the communication switching technique is used in our architec-
ture.
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Figure 4·1: Dynamic Router Architecture
Router Design
Prior to the discussion of adaptive allocation buffer router design, we start with
conventional router. In this work, we choose Virtual Cut-Through(VCT) as our router
design which is a widely used switching technique. Each input port has its own input
buffer to hold the blocked packets which store packets at an intermediate node when
the next downstream required channel is not available. As long as downstream node
has enough buffer space, upstream can forward the packet without waiting for the
entire packet to arrive. Hence, the input buffer plays a key role in the routing process.
Routing compute (RC), input buffer and switch allocation are the main component
of VCT router. RC unit determines packets forwarding base on the routing algorithm.
Input buffer is connected to RC which buffers the incoming packets. Switch and switch
allocator is connected after input buffer using the round-robin arbitration scheme.
For this design, we are using Dimensional Order Routing (DOR), also referred
to as XYZ routing, routing algorithm. DOR fits our current design, reasoning that
the routing route is predetermined which buffer allocation prediction algorithm could
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make use of that.
This type of architecture is quite efficient dealing with load balance workload
when the traffic rate is nearly the same in different channels. However, different
application communication pattern is not evenly distributed. As the previous section,
we can tell that workload could be in quite an imbalance situation, so dynamically
allocate resources to congested channel is a way to mitigate imbalance and boost
communication performance. For instance, when our prediction control logic detects
the resource bottleneck or input buffer threshold has been reached, more buffer size
is assigned to that channel. After a period of time, congested channel usage drops
down, allocated resources will be released back for sake of further other channel’s
congest situation.
Therefore, dynamically resource allocation architecture is proposed in the next
section dealing with load imbalance communication patterns for different applications.
Adaptive Buffer Router Architecture
Figure 4·2: Dynamic Router Architecture
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In fixed VCT router architecture, it could not deal with load imbalance issues.
However, the buffer size is limited, maximally make use of buffer resource is crucial
to squeeze resource boosting performance.
In this work, the router is a fully flexible router architecture that can allocate an
available buffer block from shared buffer pool to congested channels that needs more
buffer space.(See figure 4·2) Dynamic VCT design can be treated as soft configuration,
using control logic, dynamically allocate resources to congested direction based on
their needs in runtime.
For this purpose, the shared buffer pool is created for each channel’s input buffer.
When the channel’s input buffer needs more space, a request will be sent to the buffer
control module. After the control module’s allocation, an available shared buffer block
will be assigned to the needed channel.
Figure 4·3: Basic Shared Buffer Block
At the starting point, each input buffer has been assigned a basic input buffer
unit which size is able to deal with lightweight workload. When one of the directions
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Figure 4·4: Shared Buffer Pool
happens to be congested, it requests more buffer from the shared buffer pool.
The shared buffer pool is consists of a basic shared buffer block which is composed
of a fixed number of BRAM.(See figure 4·3) The reason for using a fixed number of
several BRAM is that it is easier to control and also makes the design simpler. For
each basic shared buffer block, a 6 in 1 out MUX is controlled by buffer control, which
defines which input direction is utilizing the basic block.(See figure 4·4) Buffer control
contains tables for each input channel to indicate which basic buffer block has been
assigned to each channel. Load imbalance situation changes over time, so after the
congested channel finished sending blocked packets, its requested buffer blocks will
be released back to shared buffer pool for further congestion situations.
We are using credit-based flow control. The payload inside credit flit is the avail-
able basic shared buffer block left. Six input channels are sharing the same shard
buffer pool, so a threshold is set in the case when all six channels’ packets are con-
tending the last basic buffer block in shared buffer pool. Credit flit is generated
every several cycles sending to downstream nodes. Whenever a packet is received in
the current node, the credit control module subtracts 1 from the credit value. The
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back pressure should be generated when the threshold has been reached, and send
to six downstream node at the same time. When downstream node received the
backpressure credit flit, the switch arbitration for that output and injection will be
paused.
Switch connected to input buffer uses the same switch arbitration policy as VCT.
Switch send the signal to each input direction’s input buffer, selecting the desired
packets in peek flits each holding a copy of packets with different output direction.
In conclusion with this mechanism, we are able to dynamically allocate input
buffer resources based on both predicted traffic situations and the current node’s
input buffer.
4.2 Dynamic Buffer Design Performance Evaluation
When evaluating the performance of dynamic VCT and VCT, we divide into two
parts. Performance of running regular pattern and irregular pattern. We know that
dynamic VCT can dynamically allocate buffer resources for different link directions
base on the run time link usage of the node. While in VCT each direction’s buffer size
and resources are fixed. So in an irregular pattern, dynamic VCT would have better
performance than VCT. The irregular pattern happens when 2D topology mapping
onto 3D physical clusters or some specific applications. The regular pattern is the
one we show in previous section 3.1.
From the result we generated, we can tell that there are still improvements in
dynamic VCT which need to be done in the future. In the regular pattern, dynamic
VCT’s latency is larger than VCT, the worst case in dynamic VCT is larger as well.
Head of line blocking issue is still the bottleneck that constrains the dynamic version’s
performance. So dynamic VCT still has improvement space. However, dynamic VCT
has a better ability to deal with an irregular pattern. Even though the worst case is
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larger in dynamic VCT, latency in dynamic VCT is less than VCT. As a result, if
we can improve dynamic VCT architecture and performance, it could achieve much
better performance than VCT even in regular patterns.
4.2.1 Regular Patterns
In this section, we take all to all and cube the nearest neighbor as our comparison
pattern. These two patterns typically show the overall communication and spatial
communication pattern.
Firstly, in regular all to all pattern, from Figure 4·5 we can tell that dynamic
VCT latency is larger than VCT. In packet workload 12, VCT is 15 percent faster
than dynamic buffer. And worst case is 26 percent better than dynamic version.
Dynamic VCT is only the initial version, so there is large improvement space in
dynamic version.
Figure 4·5: Dynamic VCT and VCT comparison running 3D all to
all pattern(X-axis: Packet Size(flit=16B), Y-axis: Latency)
The same trend happen is cube nearest neighbor pattern. Dynamic VCT latency
is worse than VCT. While in the worst case, in packet workload 24 VCT is much
worse than the dynamic version.
In regular pattern 3D all to all and 3D cube nearest neighbor, dynamic VCT
latency is worse than VCT. One of the reason is that the packets in basic block
buffer need to be sent out and the block is empty. After this, produce block move to
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the next basic block. It is possible that in the current produce block, there are no
desire output packets in the block but exist in the next or following blocks. Head of
block happens in this situation. This is the main reason that limits performance. So
the next improvement of the dynamic VCT is that the switch is able to search the
following blocks to get the desired packets. I believe that if head of block issue is
solved, performance can be better than VCT design.
Figure 4·6: Dynamic VCT and VCT comparison running 3D cube
nearest neighbor pattern(X-axis: Packet Size(flit=16B), Y-axis: La-
tency)
4.2.2 Irregular Patterns
In this section, we analyze the performance of dynamic VCT and VCT running irreg-
ular patters. Irregular patterns happen in a specific application or 2D to 3D topology
embedding. Here we take 2D to 3D graph embedding mechanism and using all to all
and square nearest neighbor patterns to test the performance of dynamic VCT and
VCT.
Figure 4·7 shows the latency comparison between dynamic VCT and VCT perfor-
mance running 2D all to all pattern. We can see that in the worst case, dynamic VCT
is much worse than VCT because there is a large improvement space in dynamic VCT
design. However, the latency in dynamic VCT latency is 15 percent better than VCT.
As a result, the dynamic buffer has a better ability to deal with irregular patterns
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and load imbalance applications.
Figure 4·7: Dynamic VCT and VCT comparison running 2D all to
all pattern(X-axis: Packet Size(flit=16B), Y-axis: Latency)
Figure 4·8 shows the performance in running 2D square nearest neighbor pattern.
Dynamic VCT and VCT both perform better than VCT. 2D square nearest neigh-
bor is a more imbalanced pattern than all to all. So the advantage of dynamically
allocating resources shows up. When specific link direction is more congested, more
resources like buffer space is allocated. In conclusion, dynamic VCT performs better
than VCT in irregular patterns.
Figure 4·8: Dynamic VCT and VCT comparison running 2D square
nearest neighbor pattern(X-axis: Packet Size(flit=16B), Y-axis: La-
tency)
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4.2.3 Resource Utilization Comparison
With support of dynamic buffer, dynamic VCT saves resource utilization by allocating
more resources to the congestion direction. However, VCT only support fixed size for
each 6 direction. Figure4·9 depicts the dynamic buffer usage of node(0,0,0) running all
to al pattern with no mapping. At around cycle 4000, the total block number required
by six directions is 20 which is the size of shared buffer pool. Within this combination
of parameters, assign 20 blocks of block memory is enough for node(0,0,0), However,
in VCT design, all six directions’ input buffer are fixed, so the buffer size should
astisfy the highest demand direction. At around cycle 4000, the highest demanded
direction is yneg with 10 blocks of memory. As a reuslt, 6(directions) x 10, 60 blocks
of memory are required. Dynamic VCT saves large amount of resources are saved for
chip area.
Figure 4·9: Dynamic Buffer Usage All to All(with no mapping)
node wave(X-axis: Cycle, Y-axis: Buffer Block Number(Block mem-
ory size=256B))
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4.2.4 Impact of mapping on hardware usage
As previous result, we know that different mapping strategies could have different
resource demand in different node. Figure 4·10 and Figure 4·11 depicts buffer block
needs in six direction. In all to all patter, Figure 4·10 shows within the same pattern,
different nodes has their own demand for buffer size. Node(0,0,0) maximum requires
20 blocks of ram, while in node(0,2,1) the number would be 16. In Node (0,0,0), yneg
and ypos requires more buffer space than others and other 4 directions roughly just
uses one of the basic block. So congestion will happen yneg and xneg input port in
switch arbitration.
Figure 4·10: Dynamic Buffer Usage All to All node wave(X-axis:
Cycle, Y-axis: Buffer Block Number(Block memory size=256B))
In square nearest neighbor pattern, fold and cut fallow the same pattern in all to
all. However, in the greedy one, all direction is only using one buffer block.
As a result, we observed that, with previous figures we can generate a log for
each node containing buffer usage. Each node requires different buffer size for all six
direction. Configure each node and assign resource base one their need could save
chip area for compute part and increase resources utilization.
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Figure 4·11: Dynamic Buffer Usage Square NN node wave(X-axis:
Cycle, Y-axis: Buffer Block Number)
Figure 4·12: Buffer Usage All to All node wave(X-axis: Cycle, Y-axis:
Buffer Usage)
4.3 Switch Design Based on Imbalance Analysis
Dynamic Priority
From the previous section, we know that mapping behavior affects different nodes’
resources and workload. Figure 4·12 indicates in the time dimension, nodes have
different request for buffer resource and reflects the request from the input side of
the switch. Node(0,0,0) with fold and cut mapping mechanism’s buffer usage. Before
2000 cycle, xpos and yneg directions has much more buffer usage than the other 4
directions. More packets are stored in xpos and yneg, they need higher priority to
arbitrate for output. However, usages situation changes in time dimension. After
2000 cycles, buffer usage tends to be more even, priority would change as well.
Each node could generate a log based on the request for buffer resource at different
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time which also indicates the request of switch arbitration. Dynamically adjust each
direction’s arbitration priority based on buffer usage of each direction. Therefore, we
could assign more priority in the direction with more packets inside the buffer. The
way we assign the priority is based on the percentage of current direction buffer usage
of overall usage. Not only, the congested direction will have more chances to send
out packets but also make sure the less congested one could have the chance to send
out the placket. With control logic determine how to dynamically assign priority for
each direction, it can be achieved in runtime with soft configuration.
Dynamic Switch
The dynamic switch could be a future work which needs to consider in the future.
With previous work, crossbar and reduction tree-based switch are two of the switches
that have been proposed in router design. Crossbar is a commonly used switch in
NOC. But it has poor scalability. When large amount of input and output ports
are required like wormhole router which has several virtual channel in each input
direction, the switch would be so complex that arbitration logic can not be finished
one cycle. And the switch would take too much utilization resources of the chip.So
reduction tree switch is introduced in order to accomplish scalability and easy to meet
timing. While the overhead would be 2-5 cycles because of the longer pipeline stages.
Also, it would consume a lot of chip area. According to the previous switch, we
proposed a hybrid switch design based on each node’s circumstance. Hybrid switch
design requires hard partial configuration for each node which could takes longer time
but saves much resources utilization. More work in the future would be investigate
whether hardware resources required by soft methods would be eliminated with hard
configuration.
Imbalance situation would be quite extreme in different nodes, we take node 001 in
2D square nearest neighbor with fold and cut as an example. The figure(Figure 4·14)
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Figure 4·13: Crossbar and Reduction tree besed switch
shows the buffer usage in each direction. xneg and yneg are two of the direction with
heavy buffer usage connecting to the input of switch. We only apply a 2(input) X
6(output) crossbar doing switch allocation on highly demanding directions. In terms
of less utilized direction, we can create a FIFO gathering other low requirement
directions’ packets connecting with the output port. The Control unit could schedule
a proper arbitration between FIFO and crossbar output(See Figure 4·15).
Figure 4·14: Dynamic Buffer Usage fold and cut node wave(X-axis:
Cycle, Y-axis: Buffer Block Number)
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Figure 4·15: Reconfigure crossbar based on resource usage
4.4 Summary
From the previous section, we observed that different mapping strategies could have
varies load and communication imbalance both locally and overall. This imbalanced
situation affects the corresponding hardware configure. With both hard and soft
configurations, we configure the router according to their need.
Firstly, talking about resource allocation, we proposed a dynamic buffer archi-
tecture for overall router architecture. This would be soft method that control logic
allocate resources in runtime. Dealing with load imbalance issues, 6 directions have
varied demand for buffer resources. With the support of dynamic buffer, each direc-
tion could request buffer size on their demand instead of having idle buffer size which
could be a waste of resources and power. From our result, dynamic buffer design has
better ability to deal with the imbalanced communication network.
Meanwhile, we also analyze network resources usage in the local scope. Nodes
are having various workload, leading to different hardware configure on each node.
From the result we generated, each node can be configured with buffer size matching
their heaviest workload. Therefore, chip area like buffer resources can be saved for
computing area.
The switch is another part we can configure to accommodate the imbalance situa-
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tion. Firstly, based on the buffer usage wave for each node in the time dimension, we
can modify the priority of different input directions at different time cycles. Direc-
tion with more packets would have higher priority than others and a higher chance
to get the output port control. In this manner, the imbalanced issue can be miti-
gated using soft method. Secondly, we can reconfigure the switch architecture based
on each node’s buffer usage. If some direction has much fewer packets than others,
we can configure directions with high demand with crossbar design and less demand
direction with a FIFO combining the packets. With the control unit decide priority
on these two parts’ output control. Hard partial configuration in this hybrid switch
design would save chip resources utilization with higher router performance. Future
work would be the hardware resources saved by these method and whether resources
used by soft one can be eliminated by hard confuguration.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter provides the conclusion and summary of our work, followed by proposed
future work.
5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we explore mapping of applications onto FCCs through mapping of
logical onto physical topologies and configuring a corresponding hardware reconfigu-
ration solution. With regard to different applications and logical topologies, we find
that new mapping mechanisms could have a significant impact on the efficiency of
communication. Also, we find that mapping strategies could generate different and
irregular communication patterns, i.e., different from applications where logical and
physical topologies match. This leads to load and communication imbalances which
would also affect the choice of hardware configuration. In order to deal with the im-
balance issue, we proposed several ways to reconfigure hardware using soft and hard
methods based on the imbalance situation.
First, we propose two ways of mapping given application and topology onto a
FCC physical cluster, Fold-and-Cut and Greedy mapping. 2D mesh mapping onto
3D torus cluster is the example topology mapping we choose as our test case. All
to all and square nearest neighbors are the communication pattern we choose to
reflect the application communication pattern. Fold and cut mechanism maintains
the original 2D topology as much as possible. Cutting sides limits the communication
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performance but can be optimized. For greedy mapping, the network is mapping the
most intensely communicated nodes as close as possible. It also avoids “heavy” links
that take more time to traverse. Comparing the two methods for 2D logical topology
mapping onto 3D torus, fold-and-cut has better performance than greedy, most likely
because fold-and-cut takes the original topology into account. Another result is that
different mapping mechanisms and communication patterns have a different impact
on load and resource and link imbalance. Also, resources have evolving resource
demands that vary throughout the communication phase.
Second, based on the previous result, we find that mapping behavior could have
different impacts on resource demand and communication imbalance. These imbal-
anced situation affect the corresponding hardware configuration. With both hard
and soft configurations, we configure the router according to their need. We explore
a dynamic buffer design that mitigates the different buffer requirements triggered by
communication imbalance issues; this uses soft reconfiguration applied at runtime.
On the other hand, in the local scope, nodes have various workloads, leading to dif-
ferent hardware configurations on each node. From the result we generated, each
node can be configured with buffer size matching their heaviest workload. Therefore,
chip area, e.g. for buffer resources, can be saved for computing area.
5.2 Future Work
Our design provides a model of mapping applications onto FCC clusters by extracting
the given application’s communication pattern and implementing the optimized map-
ping mechanism. After analyzing resources and link usage of the network, we apply
the corresponding hardware configuration. The future work includes exploring more
mapping mechanisms targeting more communicating patterns and logical topologies
as well as adding support for different physical clusters with various topologies. For
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more fine-grained mapping, hardware partial configuration can be done on run time.
And there remains the question about the hardware costs required to implement soft
methods and whether these can be eliminated with hard configuration. There are
also more ways to explore hardware configuration in future work.
For example, the switch is another part we can work on. The priority of 6 input
directions at different time cycle stages could have different priorities. Direction with
more packets would have higher priority than others and a higher chance to get the
output port control. Also, switch architecture can be reconfigured based on each
node’s buffer resource requirement. In hybrid switch, hardware partial configuration
method save chip resources but with longer partial configuration time. A combination
of the crossbar and FIFO design can save the resource and improve efficiency.
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